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Abstract
Vested interests have been blamed for resisting the reform of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in China. Yet, various interest groups have heterogeneous interests in
privatization. Using both firm- and provincial-level data, we find that SOE managers
and local bureaucrats—two key players of privatization—have contingent, rather
than vested, interests in privatization, depending partly on their political connections
with the central government. On the one hand, political connections motivate SOE
managers to privatize more state ownership while retaining managerial control. On
the other hand, central connections discourage provincial leaders from using privatization to boost their economic performance. These results shed light on the conditions under which China implements its economic reforms. With the increasing
embeddedness and declining autonomy for policymakers, the once well-performing
developmental state models now face serious challenges as politically powerful
interest groups can manipulate economic reforms for their own purposes rather
than for structural transformation.
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Success in implementing economic reforms depends on a government’s capacity and skill in
generating political support and holding off the opposition (Haggard and Webb, 1993).
China’s impressive performance in the early stages of reforms can be attributed to two key
institutional arrangements. One is its political institutions that allow the government to have
‘embedded autonomy’ (Evans, 1995), which made it easier for policymakers to make difficult decisions without being hampered by interest groups or the need to form cumbersome
political coalitions. The other is economic decentralization, in which local governments are
highly motivated to engage in competition for growth-enhancing reforms in pursuit of career
advancement (Montinola et al., 1995; Xu, 2011).
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These two factors are inadequate, however, when we seek to account for the complex dynamics of China’s recent experience of economic reforms. The policy-making process, which
was characterized by ‘fragmented authoritarianism’ (Lieberthal and Oksenberg, 1988), has
become more fragmented and less authoritarian with the increased influence of vested interests (Pei, 2006; Shih, 2007; Landry, 2008; Mertha, 2009). As the World Bank’s report
China 2030 puts it, ‘the close links between the government, big banks, and state enterprises
have created vested interests that inhibit reforms and contribute to continued ad hoc state
interventions in the economy (World Bank 2012)’. Even China’s official Xinhua News
Agency (2013) pointed out that ‘some beneficiaries of reform have started to oppose further
changes in the country, becoming “powerful vested interests” that obstruct China’s new
reforms’.
Privatization is an area of reform that has been deeply decentralized and influenced by
local governments with the active involvement of managers of state-owned enterprises
(SOEs). Vested interests have been blamed for resisting SOE reform. Yet, the reform has
been characterized by rapid privatization of ownership but inconsistent policy goals. On the
one hand, since 2000 China has been the global leader in privatization transactions with numerous large-scale mergers, management buyouts and takeovers of small SOEs by private
firms.1 On the other hand, concerns about rising state capitalism abound as the Chinese government has exerted more effective control on SOEs and increasingly relied on them to pursue various policy goals (Huang, 2008; Bremmer, 2010).
We argue that SOE managers and local government leaders—two key players of
privatization—are self-seeking agencies with heterogeneous interests in privatization. SOEs
are not entrenched interest groups that consistently oppose privatization, and local government leaders are not reformers that always favor privatization. Whether these two politically
powerful groups support or oppose privatization depends partly on their connections with
the central government.
On the one hand, political connections reassure SOE managers that their benefits and
privileges will be preserved, therefore enhancing their incentive to push for privatization in
pursuit of performance-based personal rewards. On the other hand, political ties with the
central government reduce the pressure from provincial leaders to achieve strong economic
growth. It gives them more leeway to put non-economic goals ahead of economic performance goals, therefore reducing their incentive to pursue privatization schemes.
We test the effects of political connections on the progress of privatization using both
firm- and provincial-level data analyses. At the firm level, we find that centrally connected
firms are less likely to be controlled by state-equity holders and have more dispersed ownership structures, indicating that connected SOEs tend to pursue more aggressive privatization
schemes. The results are robust after we use the entropy balancing method to mitigate potential selection biases. At the provincial level, we find that where leaders have close ties with
the central government, SOEs make up a greater share of listed companies. These results
suggest that SOE managers and provincial leaders have contingent, rather than vested, interests in privatization, shaped by their political connections with the central government.
This study makes three major contributions. First, it contributes to the literature on the political economy of economic reform. Previous studies suggest that the perceived distributional
1

According to the World Bank, the proceeds generated from 37 large privatization transactions in
China accounted for almost one-third of global privatization revenues in 2000–2008 (Nellis, 2012).
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effects of economic reform will form organized interests for or against economic reforms
(Fernandez and Rodrik, 1991; Przeworski, 1991; Haggard and Kaufmann, 1992; Rodrik,
1996; Hellman, 1998; Schamis, 1999). But given the uncertain consequences of economic reform and the government’s commitment problem, collective interests turn out to be more fluid
and nuanced than standard interest-based models would predict. This study suggests that political connections, as a partial solution to the government’s commitment problem, are an important factor that shapes the preferences of interest groups concerning economic reforms.
Second, it provides a new perspective for understanding business–government relations
in authoritarian regimes. Unlike the early developmental state literature, which emphasizes
an authoritarian government’s role as a helping hand, and the bureaucratic authoritarianism
literature, which focuses on the predatory role of government, this study suggests that a web
of business–government ties enhances state influence while constraining state autonomy in
economic policy making and implementation. In particular, it implies that the pressure for
diminishing the state’s interventive role does not just come from private sector or social
groups, but could come from SOEs whose agendas conflict with the state’s original plan.
Third, it provides empirical evidence for understanding the consequences of China’s state
capitalism. Rather than developing a mutually reinforcing relationship between the state
and SOEs, state capitalism seems to create interest groups whose agendas often conflict with
the state’s objectives. On the one hand, the state continues to maintain widespread influence
despite the gradual process of privatization. On the other hand, economic, rather than political and social, motives have increasingly become the key factor shaping the activities of partially privatized SOEs. The seemingly almighty state capitalism has not developed a
successful integration of power and wealth. It is not just because SOEs are less efficient than
private firms (Lardy, 2014), but also because the divergence of interests between the state
and SOEs may be greater than anticipated.
This article proceeds as follows. The next section reviews China’s experience of partial
privatization. The third section discusses how political connections may shape the preferences of SOE managers and local politicians concerning privatization and presents two testable hypotheses. The fourth section introduces the datasets and variables. In the fifth
section, we present the statistical results from both firm- and provincial-level analyses and
run various robustness checks. We conclude in the last section.

1. Road to partial privatization in China
Reforms of SOEs in China have a complex history that has been characterized by vague and
ambiguous initiatives from the central government and decentralized privatization schemes
across regions. SOEs have been making the transition to mixed ownership structures since
the late 1980s. In the early 1990s, the central government introduced the split-share structure, allowing SOEs to convert a small portion of state ownership into public ownership
while remaining in control of the majority state ownership.2 Through this policy, SOEs can
issue roughly equal amounts of state, legal person and public shares. Meanwhile, under the
slogan ‘zhuada fangxiao’ (grasp the big, let go of the small), Beijing gave local governments
2

State shares refer to equities held by governmental agencies or authorized institutions on behalf of
the state. Legal-person shares refer to equities owned by companies or institutions with a legalperson status.
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the green light to privatize most of the industries that had little national security or fiscal importance. Eighty percent of the small and medium-sized SOEs were privatized (Johnson and
Beiman, 2007). For those still controlled by the state, the restriction on the conversion of
non-tradable state and legal-person shares to public ones was eventually lifted in 2005, with
a grace period of up to three years.3
Because the privatization campaign was carried out without a clear national legal framework, local governments have a great deal of autonomy in deciding their own paces, and
they use a variety of methods to respond to local needs. The primary method is direct sales
of state ownership to insiders through management buyouts or to outside private owners;
this accounts for about 70% of privatization cases in China. Other approaches include public offerings, joint ventures, leasing and employee shareholding (Gan et al., 2012). Local
governments also allowed SOEs to negotiate privatization plans with public shareholders.
State shareholders can offer extra shares and generous dividend payouts in exchange for
public investors’ approval of the equal trading rights of non-tradable shares (Liao et al.,
2014). By the end of 2011, 72% of central SOEs and their subsidiaries had been corporatized and almost all local SOEs had been restructured into shareholding companies with multiple shareholders (SASAC, 2012, p. 31). A new round of SOE reforms was unveiled in
November 2013, granting a greater space for local governments and SOEs to find their own
best practices to establish mixed ownership structures and adopt a more radical ‘wealth
management’ approach to privatization.
Large-scale partial privatization led to the rapid decline of SOEs’ role in the country’s
economy. Between 2000 and 2012, SOEs’ share of industrial assets declined from 47 to
20%, industrial revenues 29 to 12%, industrial profits 19 to 9% and urban employment 35
to 18% (National Statistical Bureau, 2016). The ownership structure of SOEs has also
changed profoundly. Between 1992 and 2012, the total assets of SOEs increased 20 times,
but their share of state assets dropped from 49 to 28% (Ministry of Finance, 2008, 2013).
Simply focusing on the ownership structure, however, reveals little about the actual degree of autonomy SOE managers have over managerial decision-making and influence the
state exerts over the firm. There are significant discrepancies between state ownership and
actual control of firms. On the one hand, with the massive delegation of managerial discretion and sales of state ownership shares to entrenched insiders, SOE managers enjoy greater
managerial autonomy than one might expect given state ownership (Milhaupt and Zheng,
2016). SOE managers are not just granted a great deal of managerial autonomy, they are
also compensated with high-powered incentives. Particularly for managers of SOEs controlled by the central government (hereafter central SOEs), their salaries are explicitly tied to
the performance evaluation of their companies.4 They could receive bonuses as high as three
times their base salaries if their companies receive an ‘A’ in performance rating (SASAC,

3

4

The general rule is that shareholders owning 5% or more of a company’s outstanding shares can
sell their nontradable shares after two years, whereas owners of less than 5% can sell after one
year.
The performance evaluation guidelines include general and industry-specific targets. General targets included total profit and rate of return on equity, which account for 30 and 40% of the performance score, respectively. The industry-specific targets account for 30% of the performance score
(State Council, 2012).
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2003). The average compensation for a central SOE manager, for example, was 40% higher
than the average level for other top executives in 2013 (Beijing Youth Daily, 2014).
On the other hand, under the party–state structure, the state can exert greater influence
on partially privatized SOEs than what the ownership structure would suggest, reflecting the
distinct characteristics of China’s state capitalism (Lin and Milhaupt, 2013). With the creation of the State-owned Asset Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) in
2003, the government has reinforced the elite status of mega-SOEs. In the shadow of party
control, SASAC executes the power of selection and compensation of top SOE managers,
which ensures the state retains substantial control in key corporate decisions. For partially
privatized SOEs, minority private shareholders have no effective right to select executive
management teams. Their sole right is to receive dividends at the discretion of state shareholders (Yosuf et al., 2006, p. 90). ‘The SOE reform is now a half-way business’, an investment strategist warned, ‘local governments or central SOEs appear willing to undertake
reforms which are beneficial to the vested interests, but seem reluctant to do anything more
than that’ (Chan, 2014).

2. Vested interests in privatization
Earlier studies on the politics of economic reform tend to portray vested interests as organized groups opposing economic liberalization. The success of economic reform hinges on the
ability of the government to mobilize political support and overcome opposition from vested
interests (Przeworski, 1991; Haggard and Webb, 1993; Hellman, 1998; Denisova et al.,
2009). In the early stages of transition, entrenched winners of initial economic reform, primarily SOEs or former SOEs, are motivated—and will have the power to—block future reform to generate concentrated rents for themselves while imposing high social costs
(Hellman, 1998; Shleifer and Treisman, 2000). The power of vested interests lies in their
‘formal ties to the state, legacies of previous state ownership, and more frequent interactions
with public officials’. In the later stages of economic transition, however, new private firms
may organize to use state capture as a substitute to compete against incumbent firms for political influence (Hellman et al., 2003).
This analysis of organized interest groups has been widely applied to studies of economic
reforms and political transitions in authoritarian regimes (Pei, 2006; Shih, 2007; Malesky
and Taussig, 2008; Pepinsky, 2009). In all these studies, vested interests are considered
powerful, and sometimes coherently organized, groups that prefer the status quo to reforms.
But studies on business–government relations in Latin America suggest that business interests are more fluid, ambiguous and even conflicted, and are affected by reform packages and
firm-level characteristics (Murillo, 2002; Schneider, 2004). Even groups that end up benefiting from the reform may be initially in favor of the status quo if they fear that the reform
will make them worse off (Fernandez and Rodrik, 1991; Przeworski, 1991).
Given this nuanced portrait of business interests, it is prudent to say that vested interests
are not necessarily the enemies of reforms, but under what conditions can vested interests be
coopted to support policy changes? The cooptation of vested interests often occurs through
the creation of new rents to replace old ones or compensating transfers to the losers from reform (Roland, 2002; Shleifer and Treisman, 2000). Vested interests may become reformers
if they expect that disruptive developments would make them worse off, or if they believe
that institutional changes will be beneficial and will not involve downside risk (Moe, 2015).
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In regards to privatization, SOE managers represent a key vested interest group who
would oppose privatization as they are concerned about losing their old rents—privileged
political statuses and financial subsidies, but their position as anti-privatization stakeholders
may change if they expect to receive new rents which may give them additional wealth or
political power.
The effectiveness of the cooptation strategy, however, is contingent on the government’s
ability to make a credible commitment (Roland, 2002). To reduce opposition from SOE managers, the government needs to secure their position as the residual claimant after restructuring
SOEs. As long as SOE managers are assured that their policy privileges will continue after partial privatization, they would have little incentive to block the reform. Rather, high-powered
incentives can encourage SOE managers to shed more unproductive assets through partial privatization. Thus, partial privatization may become a favorable choice because it could provide
SOE managers with a significant ownership stake in the firm and reduced outside government
intervention without losing their privileged status (Walder, 2011). Without such commitment
from the government, SOE managers will behave like vested interests as expected: they are
likely to block the privatization scheme in the first place.
However, there is another commitment problem in the process of partial privatization.
Perotti (1995) argues that if private investors are concerned about post-privatization government interference, they will be less interested in buying government shares or they will request upfront discounts as compensation for risk. Therefore, if the government could not
credibly commit to withdrawing its intervention from corporate governance, SOE reforms
are likely to fail (Qian, 2003).
These two commitment problems are mutually exclusive, however. If the government
makes a non-interference commitment to private investors, it will not be able to guarantee
benefits to SOE managers because the government has little control over profit distribution
in privatized firms. If the government makes commitment to SOE managers, it will have to
intervene in the privatized firms to secure compensating transfers. Thus, the government
faces a dilemma in the process of privatization. A credible commitment to SOE managers
will violate a commitment to private investors, and vice versa.
Because no institutional arrangement could possibly resolve the commitment dilemma
faced by the government, crony arrangements may become a partial solution, particularly in
authoritarian regimes where the government has inherently weak commitment power in the
absence of institutional constraints (Haber et al., 2003). Having patrons or representatives
in the government not only helps an interest group influence general policy making, but also
allows the government to guarantee that the property rights of a subset of asset holders will
be protected. Recent studies show that political connections enable powerful firms to gain
greater access to particularistic benefits and boost their market values (Hellman and
Schankerman, 2000; Faccio, 2006; Faccio et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008; Malesky and Taussig,
2008). Connected SOE managers also receive more personal benefits than those in unconnected firms (Hung et al., 2012).
A politically connected SOE manager will be more likely to accept policy changes, if political connections enhance the credibility of the government’s commitment to postprivatization compensating transfer. They may even support privatization because it is in
their interest to obtain more management autonomy and ‘depoliticize’ the firm. This discussion yields our first hypothesis.
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H1: Politically connected SOE managers pursue more aggressive privatization schemes.

While SOE managers appear to be vested interests with clear-cut preferences in opposing
privatization, local government leaders’ interest in privatization is more ambiguous. On the
one hand, controlling SOEs gives local government leaders freedom to use SOEs as critical
policy tools to channel public investments and maintain employment, but these benefits depend on the interaction between governments, financial institutions and enterprise managers
(Brandt et al., 2005). An increase in market competitiveness, on the other hand, reduces the
advantages of state ownership. When the SOE’s budget becomes harder, local leaders may
find controlling state ownership less valuable compared to the benefits received from selling
the firm. They may be motivated to think SOEs should be privatized if they expect that privatization can increase tax revenue and enhance enterprise efficiency (Boycko et al., 1996;
Liu et al., 2006).
Although private firms tend to be more efficient and productive than SOEs, the effect of
privatization on firm productivity and economic growth is inconclusive in developing countries and transition economies (Clarke and Pitelis, 2005; Megginson, 2005; Bortolotti and
Milella, 2006; Estrin et al., 2009). Given the uncertain economic benefits of privatization,
whether and how to privatize are essentially the result of political calculations. It is most
likely to occur when a local politician cannot obtain large benefits from public firms any
more (Shleifer and Vishny, 1994). In democracies, politicians’ motives for privatization depend on their ability to extract political benefits and voting support from privatization (Biais
and Perotti, 2002; Dinc and Gupta, 2011). In authoritarian regimes, local politicians also
need to survive political competition, but they are, first and foremost, subject to upward rather than downward accountability. In other words, local politicians’ primary motive is to
please their superiors rather than their constituencies.
In China, where the political regime is characterized by ‘regionally decentralized authoritarianism’ that combines centralized personnel control and a regionally decentralized economic
system (Xu, 2011), career-oriented local leaders are motivated to demonstrate political loyalty
to gain political credits and deliver strong economic performance to gain economic credits. Jia
et al. (2015) find that political connections increase the likelihood of promotion for local leaders, but political connections alone cannot guarantee local leaders’ promotion unless they can
deliver strong economic performance. While connections and performance are complements in
the promotion of provincial leaders, unconnected provincial leaders will have to rely more on
delivering strong economic performance to increase their odds of promotion. The relative importance of political credits and economic credits vary at different levels of government. For
leaders at lower-level (county or township) governments, economic performance is a strong
predictor of their promotion (Whiting, 2004; Guo 2007; Landry 2008). For provincial government leaders, political factions or connections play a more important role (Shih et al., 2012).
Similarly, Bai et al. (2000) argue that higher-level bureaucrats tend to be more concerned
about the cost of privatization, such as layoffs of surplus workers and the underprovision of
social welfare, whereas lower-level bureaucrats are more likely to pursue the benefits of privatization, such as enhanced profitability and reduced fiscal burdens.
Thus, local leaders take both political and economic credits into consideration when implementing privatization plans. They need to find a policy more beneficial for their career
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prospects than simply pursuing SOE profit maximization (Holz, 2011). Their preferences on
privatization may depend on how close they are with the central government.5
We expect that provincial leaders with close ties to the central government will be less
likely to pursue privatization because they tend to put non-economic goals (e.g., job creation
and social welfare provision) ahead of economic goals whereas those without close ties are
more likely to pursue privatization to promote local economic growth. Thus, we have the second hypothesis:
H2: Provincial leaders with close ties with the central government pursue less aggressive privatization schemes.

3. Data and empirical strategy
To investigate the impact of vested interests and local officials on privatization, we use two
datasets. We first use a firm-level dataset to estimate the effect of firm executives’ political
connections on firms’ privatization outcomes. Then we use an aggregated dataset to estimate
the effect of local leaders’ political connections on the progress of privatization at the provincial level.

3.1 Firm-level analysis
The firm-level dataset includes firms that were publicly listed on the main boards of the
Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges between 2003 and 2009 (ranging from 1285 to
2457). It was assembled from three sources: the China Stock Market and Accounting
Research (CSMAR) database for accounting and financial information, the Sinofin database
compiled by the China Center for Economic Research (CCER) for information on ownership structure and major shareholders and the annual reports of listed firms for biographical
information of firms’ top executives (chairpersons and general managers). In instances where
biographical information was not detailed enough in the annual reports, we performed an
Internet search to collect company executives’ career information (e.g. bureaucratic or legislative experiences). In addition, all financial variables have been winsorized at the 0.1% and
99.9% levels to minimize the impact of outliers. The panel is unbalanced due to the timing
of listing, mergers and acquisitions and missing information for some financial variables.

3.2 Dependent variable
Our primary interest is SOEs, but the definition of SOE has evolved over time. Traditional
SOEs only refer to enterprises directly owned by the state or state agencies, but the Chinese
government has broadened the scope of SOEs to state-invested enterprises (guojia chuzi

5

For example, Wang Min, who spent his early years as a university professor, had a reputation of promoting rapid privatization while serving as the mayor of Suzhou. He set a record of restructuring
1034 SOEs in one and a half years, which has helped his promotion to the top provincial leader in
SOE-heavy provinces of Jilin and Liaoning (Caijing Magazine, 2016). In contrast, Li Keqiang, who was
parachuted from the secretary of Chinse Communist Youth League to serve as party secretary of
Henan and then Liaoning provinces before moving up to the central government, has not been seen
as a particularly strong supporter of privatization in his tenure as a provincial leader.
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qiye), which includes those indirectly controlled by the state.6 Since our database does not
have information on indirect shareholding, we focus on the changes in types and structures
of direct controlling shareholders. There are three major types of shareholder: state, legal
person and public shareholders. State shareholders hold state shares (guojia gu) or stateowned legal-person shares (guoyou faren gu).7 Legal-person shareholders hold all other
types of non-tradable shares (faren gu). Public shareholders hold all types of publicly tradable shares (gongzhong gu).
State ownership. Our first dependent variable is a binary variable that equals 1 if the controlling shareholder holds state equities and 0 otherwise. In 2003, 68% of controlling shareholders of listed firms held state equities. In 2012, the trend changed with only 14% of
controlling shareholders holding state equities.
State share. To be sure, classifying firms based on whether the majority or dominant owner
is state cannot neatly separate firms into state and private domains as many firms have always
had hybrid forms of ownership in which state units are sometimes the underlying owner (Lardy,
2014). Therefore, a change in shareholding forms from state equity to non-state equity does not
necessarily mean that the state has relinquished control. It could simply be the result of regulatory change that allows state owners to convert their non-tradable state equities into tradable
public equities. Thus, we use another variable, state share, which is defined as the proportion of
equity owned by the controlling state shareholder, to capture changes in the degree of ownership
concentration. During the period 2003–2012, for the controlling state shareholders, the state
owner’s share declined from 47 to 42%; and the non-state controlling owners’ share increased
from 33 to 35%. This indicates that although state-controlled firms have a higher concentration
of ownership than non-state controlled firms, state ownership has become less dominant.

3.3 Independent variables
Political connection. Despite the rising scholarly interest in political connection, there is no
ideal measure of political connection. Following Faccio (2006), we adopt a broad definition
of political connection: a firm is regarded as politically connected if at least one of its top executives was a senior government official or a member of parliament. We assume that previous substantial work experience in the central government can help SOE managers and local
government leaders establish crony arrangements with central leaders and gain greater access to information, both of which can be hugely beneficial in a less transparent political environment. The variable central connection equals 1 if either the chairperson, or general
manager, or both, have work experience in the central government agencies or are currently
serving as deputies of National People’s Congress (NPC, the legislature) and the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC, the political advisory body) at the national level. Note that although SOE top executives are parts of the bureaucratic hierarchy
and therefore have government ranks, we assume that those managers who only have work
experience in SOEs are not as well-connected as those with central government work experience. The information of central connection is available from 2003 to 2009.
6

7

State-invested enterprises (SIEs) consist of four types of enterprises including state-owned enterprises (guoyou duzi qiye), state-owned companies (guoyou duzi gongsi), state-controlled shareholding companies (guoyou ziben konggu gongsi) and state-invested shareholding companies (guoyou
ziben cangu gongsi). See Xinhua (2014).
State-owned legal-person shares refer to shares directly held by SOEs.
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How do central connections translate into political favoritism? Previous work experience
in the central government can help SOE managers to build channels of influence on policy
making in the central government. Access to the central government can be hugely beneficial. For example, Du et al. (2012) find that the evaluation criteria for central SOEs are subject to the influence of political meddling, which gives politically connected firms an edge in
receiving good evaluations.
Control variables. We expect that a firm’s financial situation will affect its decision of privatization. Thus, we include return on asset (roa), debt to asset ratio (debtratio), log revenue
per capita (logrevpc) and log value of total asset (logasset) as control variables. We expect
that firms with low profitability, high debt ratio and low productivity are more likely to be
controlled by the state. We also include two-digit industry dummies and year dummies to
control for industries and time. Controlling for industry fixed effects ensures that the coefficients of interest do not pick up the possibilities that state ownership is explicitly protected
in strategic industries, including energy, iron and steel, oil refineries and petrochemicals,
communications and heavy machinery, but partial privatization is encouraged in other
industries. Controlling for year fixed effects incorporates the possible consequences of legal
and regulatory changes in state equity transfers during this period.
It is possible that some of the explanatory variables are endogenous to privatization because causality may run the other way. In particular, selling state assets would allow governments to balance the budget and laying off workers would drive up unemployment. In
addition, better corporate performance might be the result, not the cause, of privatization.
We address these concerns by using lagged control variables. To be sure, lagging these variables provides only a partial solution to the problem because the lagged variables are not
strictly exogenous. We will run robustness checks to further address the issue of endogeneity. The summary statistics and definitions of variables are presented in Appendix 1 and 2
available as Supplementary Material.

3.4 Result
In models 1 and 2 of Table 1, we estimate probit regressions, where the dependent variable state
ownership is a binary indicator. Model 1 only investigates whether firms’ financial situations
have any impact on their ownership structure. As expected, large and less productive firms are
more likely to be controlled by the state. Model 2 includes the variable political connection. The
negative coefficient of political connection indicates that firms are less likely to be controlled by
state-equity holders if their managers have connections with the central government. In other
words, politically connected firms are more likely to be privatized than politically unconnected
firms. It suggests that political connections would give SOE managers greater confidence in transferring state ownership without concerns about losing policy privileges.
Models 3 and 4 investigate a subsection of firms in which the controlling owners hold
state shares. The dependent variable is state share, defined as the percentage of equities held
by the controlling state owner. We use both industry and year fixed effect regressions. The
negative coefficient of political connection suggests that state ownership is more dispersed
when SOE managers have political connections. It is consistent with the prediction of H1.
Politically connected SOEs tend to be less concerned about losing control of corporate governance, and they are more likely to sell state stakes to improve productivity and maximize
profits, the key criteria for their performance evaluations.
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Table 1. Effect of political and financial factors on privatization, firm-level data

DV
ROA (lag)
Debt ratio (lag)
Log revenue per
capita (lag)
Log asset (lag)
Central Connection
Constant
Industry dummy
Year dummy
N
R2

1
State ownership

2
State ownership

0.093 (0.079)
0.100 (0.079)
0.004 (0.014)
0.004 (0.014)
0.036*** (0.013) 0.036*** (0.013)
0.281*** (0.016)

0.289*** (0.016)
0.200*** (0.045)
4.640*** (0.347) 4.640*** (0.347)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
9497
9497

3
State share

4
State share

5.247*** (1.748)
0.520** (0.237)
0.932*** (0.205)

5.346*** (1.748)
0.526** (0.237)
0.933*** (0.205)

1.607*** (0.224)

1.649*** (0.225)
1.207* (0.656)
8.632* (4.831)
Yes
Yes
5414
0.217

8.632* (4.831)
Yes
Yes
5414
0.217

Note: Column 1 and 2 report probit regression results of the effect of political and financial factors on controlling shareholders’ ownership form from 2003 to 2009. The dependent variable state ownership is a binary variable that equals 1 if the controlling shareholder holds state equities or 0 if the controlling shareholder holds
non-state equities. Two-digit industry dummies and year dummies are included but are not reported. Columns 3
and 4 report OLS fixed effects regression results of the effect of political and financial factors on controlling
state shareholders’ equity share from 2003 to 2009. The dependent variable state share is the percentage of
equity owned by the controlling state shareholder. Two-digit industry dummies and year dummies are included
but are not reported., Standard errors are in parentheses. Asterisks denote the level of statistical significance:
***1%, **5% and *10%.

All financial variables have statistically significant effects on state share, but the signs are
not always as expected. In the full-set models, SOEs tend to be less productive than nonSOEs. In the sub-set models, SOEs with more concentrated ownership structure are more
productive and profitable than those with more dispersed ownership structure. The seemingly inconsistent findings suggest that SOEs in general may be motivated to shift control to
private owners with the belief in efficiency gains, whereas more productive SOEs may have
less incentive to diversify their ownership structure. The first finding is consistent with the
strong cross-national evidence that private firms are in general more productive than SOEs
(e.g., Megginson, 2005; Jefferson and Su, 2006; Lardy, 2014), but the second finding is subject to different explanations. One possible explanation is that more productive SOEs tend
to be less motivated to dilute their state ownership than unproductive SOEs because dissatisfaction with SOE performance is the most important rationale for privatization (Megginson,
2005). Another possible explanation is that the effect of political connection on state share
is conditioned on the productivity of SOEs, which we will examine later.

3.5 Robustness checks
There are two possible sources of selection bias. First, political connection may not be a random variable because it may be highly correlated with SOEs’ political status. For example,
managers of central SOEs might have closer ties with the central government than their
counterparts in local governments. If that is the case, SOEs’ political status might confound
the relationship between political connection and privatization outcomes. Second, a firm’s
privatization arrangement may not be random (Jefferson and Su, 2006). Politically
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connected firms may control fewer state shares or have a less concentrated ownership structure to begin with, for any number of reasons, which generates a concern of reverse
causality.
To address the first selection bias, we create a new variable—firm rank—to capture the political status of firms. It is an ordinal variable with four categories. It takes on value of 3, if a
firm’s controlling shareholder is a central SOE.8 A firm is coded as 2, if its controlling shareholder is a SOE supervised by a provincial SASAC.9 A firm is coded as 1, if its controlling
shareholder is a SOE supervised by a municipal or county-level government. A firm is coded as
0, if the controlling shareholder is not a SOE. We include firm rank into the baseline model.
As shown in Table 2, firm rank is positively associated with state ownership and state share,
suggesting that firms’ controlling shareholders are more likely to hold state equities and have
more concentrated ownership structure if they are controlled by higher-ranked SOEs. It is because central SOEs are concentrated in strategic industries (i.e. those that are considered economic or political priorities). This finding is consistent with Perotti’s (1995) finding that
monopolistic firms in protected industries will tend to be privatized with lower initial sales and
possibly a longer time horizon for the shares retained by the government. It is important to note
that the effects of central connection remain statistically significant in all models after controlling
for firm rank. The substantive effects of central connection actually become greater.
It is also possible that connections with the central government and national legislature have
different effects on privatization. On the one hand, career-focused bureaucrats are motivated to
polish their political performance to please the superordinate government. On the other hand, in
the absence of competitive elections, seats in the NPC or CPPCC have little real power and carry
little institutional incentive for deputies to please voters, but they are the symbols of political recognition for social elites and successful business executives. Therefore, we create two variables
to measure potentially different political connections—bureaucratic connection and legislative
connection and then conduct a robustness check to identify their individual effects.10 The results,
presented in Appendix 3 available as Supplementary Material, indicate that both bureaucratic
and legislative connections have negative effects on privatization.
To test the possible marginal effect of political connection on privatization conditioned
upon firm productivity, we include an interaction variable between central connection and
productivity in the specifications of Table 2. The interaction term is not statistically significant, indicating that politically connected SOEs do have more incentive to dilute state ownership, regardless of the firm’s productivity. The regression results are presented in
Appendix 4 available as Supplementary Material.
To address the concern of reverse causality, we first include a lagged dependent variable
as a control. The result is presented in Appendix 5 available as Supplementary Material.
Political connection still has significantly negative effect on state ownership but not on state

8

The list of SASAC-supervised central SOEs is available at http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n1180/n1226/
n2425/. The list of central SOEs supervised by other government agencies was collected from various websites.
9 The list of provincial SOEs was collected from the websites of provincial SASACs.
10 Bureaucratic connection is a dummy variable that equals 1 if either the chairperson of the board,
the general manager, or both previously held central government positions; 0 otherwise. Legislative
connection is a dummy variable that equals 1 if either the chairperson, the general manager, or
both are representatives of NPC or CPPCC; 0 otherwise.
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share. This should serve as some evidence that endogeneity is not an immediate concern, but
we need to address this concern directly.
A more effective method of controlling confounding is matching, which selects observations
to ensure the potential confounding variables are evenly distributed in the two groups being
compared. The entropy balancing method developed by Hainmueller (2012), by recalibrating
the unit weights, can effectively adjust for systematic and random inequalities in representation.
We employ this method to create a comparable control group by reweighting the data from the
control group to match a set of moments from the data of the treated group. As noted earlier,
the share structure reform was implemented between 2005 and 2007, leading to a large-scale
conversion of non-tradable shares to tradable shares. Thus, we needed to achieve full balance
of firm rank, ownership structure, industry, province and financial variables in 2004.
The results of the balancing procedure are shown in Table 3. The treated group had 156
politically connected firms in 2004. On average, these firms have a greater level of state ownership, higher returns and lower debt levels than the controlled group of 1356 unconnected
firms. After the balancing, the weighted control group has the same average values across all
the relevant covariates.
With the two groups balanced in the pretreatment period, we can investigate the unbiased effects of political connections on privatization outcomes after the treatment.11 The
dependent variables are changes in state ownership and state share during the treatment
period. Dstate_ownership is a discrete variable equivalent to 1 if the controlling ownership
changes from state equity to nonstate equity, 1 if the controlling ownership changes from
non-state to state equity, and 0 if there is no change. We use both ordered probit and OLS
models to estimate the effects of prereform political connection on state ownership change.
Dstate_share is the change in the equity share owned by the controlling state shareholder. A
negative value means decreased equity share and a positive value means increased equity
share. All other variables on the left hand side, except for firm rank, use the values for 2004.
Table 4 presents the estimates of the balancing model. The negative association between central connection and change in ownership structure means that the controlling owner of a firm is
more likely to change his shareholding form from state to non-state equity. Likewise, the negative association between central connection and change in state share suggests that a firm’s controlling state owner is more likely to shed their state equities when he has political connections
with the central government. All these results support the hypothesis that SOEs adopt more aggressive privatization schemes when their executives are politically connected.

4. Provincial-level analysis
H2 suggests that provincial leaders with central connections are less likely to privatize SOEs.
To test this hypothesis, we aggregate firm-level data into a provincial-level dataset based on

11 This method is similar to Truex’s (2014), who attempts to distinguish the possible confounding influences of formal parliament representation and informal political connections on firms’ financial performance. He finds that becoming a NPC representative will subsequently boost a firm’s
profitability, suggesting that formal parliament representation has a direct causal effect on firms’ financial performance, but he also notes that firms that gained NPC representation have better political connections. Political connections are indeed built up and strengthened through executives’
previous work experiences.
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Table 2. Firm-level robustness check 1: inclusion of SOE rank

Model
ROA (lag)
Debt ratio (lag)
Log revenue per capita (lag)
Log asset (lag)
Central Connection
Firm rank
Constant
Year dummies
Industry dummies
N
R2

1
State ownership

2
State ownership

3
State share

Probit
0.117 (0.089)
0.013 (0.014)
0.087***(0.015)
0.138***(0.018)
0.319***(0.052)
0.862***(0.018)
1.706***(0.400)
Y
Y
9497

Fixed effect
0.027 (0.019)
0.004 (0.003)
0.021***(0.004)
0.032***(0.004)
0.084***(0.013)
0.251***(0.004)
0.042 (0.089)
Y
Y
9595
0.430

Fixed effect
5.150***(1.745)
0.557**(0.237)
0.852***(0.205)
1.540***(0.225)
1.406**(0.656)
1.207***(0.254)
7.456 (4.828)
Y
Y
5414
0.220

Note: Columns 1 and 2 report regression results of the effect of political and financial factors on controlling
shareholders’ ownership form from 2003 to 2009. The dependent variable state ownership is a binary variable
that equals 1 if the controlling shareholder holds state equities or 0 if the controlling shareholder holds non-state
equities. Two-digit industry dummies and year dummies are included but are not reported. Column 1 uses a
probit model and column 2 uses a fixed effect model. Column 3 reports fixed effects regression results of the effect of political and financial factors on controlling state shareholders’ equity share from 2003 to 2009. The dependent variable state share is the percentage of equity owned by the controlling state shareholder. Two-digit
industry dummies and year dummies are included but are not reported., Standard errors are in parentheses.
Asterisks denote the level of statistical significance: ***1%, **5% and *10%.

firms’ registration addresses. We then investigate the effects of macroeconomic and political
factors on the progress of privatization at the provincial level.
The dependent variable, SOE share, refers to the percentage of state-controlled listed
firms in the total listed firms. For example, in 2003, Hebei province had 31 listed firms, of
which 27 were controlled by state-equity holders. In 2012, Hebei had 49 listed firms, of
which twelve were controlled by state-equity holders. Thus, SOE share declined from 87%
in 2003 to 24% in 2012. The distribution of SOE shares by province is presented in Figure
1. It is clear that the proportion of SOEs in the total listed firms declined in all provinces between 2003 and 2012, but the pace varies considerably across provinces.
To be sure, the decline in SOE shares in the listed firms could be due not just to privatization, but also to the entry of de nova private firms, that is, those with no state-owned predecessor. Because the stock market was mainly used as the means of raising capital for SOEs
and provincial governments control the quota of listed firms each year, the number of private firms allowed to list on the stock market should also reflect provincial governments’
preferences on privatization.

4.1 Independent variables
Central connection measures whether a provincial leader has previously served as a central
party or government official before his provincial post. We code central connection as a binary variable that equals 1 if a provincial leader had substantive central experience before
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Table 3. Results of entropy balancing
Treat

Firm rank
State ownership_04
ROA_04
Debt ratio_04
Log revenue per capita_04
Log asset_04
Industry code
Province code

Control

Control (weighted)

mean

Variance

mean

variance

1.462
0.628
0.039
0.470
13.32
21.53
46.65
21.65

1.502
0.235
0.004
0.032
1.098
1.462
687.8
59.6

1.126
0.563
0.011
0.531
13.27
21.21
49.97
22.88

1.201
0.246
0.0409
0.325
1.496
1.048
683.4
55.1

Mean
1.462
0.628
0.039
0.470
13.32
21.53
46.65
21.65

variance
1.287
0.234
0.004
0.041
1.347
1.308
634.9
56.3

Note: This table reports results of entropy balancing between connected and unconnected listed companies. The
treatment group has 156 units. The unweighted control group has 1356 units. The sum of the control weights
equals 156.

taking provincial positions, and 0 otherwise.12 We consider working as a senior official with
the rank of bureau director (juzhang) or above in central government agencies as substantive
central experience. We collected the biographical information of provincial party secretaries
and governors in each province between 2003 and 2012. Information on these provincial
leaders was gathered from zheng tan wang (political forum network) and baidu baike (baidu
encyclopedia).13 For example, Li Yuanchao and Liang Baohua served as party secretary and
governor of Jiangsu, respectively, from 2002 to 2007. Li Yuanchao was the vice minister of
culture (1996–2000) before serving as the party secretary of Jiangsu, so Jiangsu’s central
connection (party) is coded as 1 during this period. Liang Baohua did not have previous
work experience in the central government, so Jiangsu’s central connection (government) is
coded as 0 during this period.

4.2 Control variables
We expect that a provincial government’s decision to privatize SOEs may be affected by its
economic situation. Financial distress would create incentives for the government to sell
state assets to private parties. So our first control variable is balance, measured as fiscal surplus or deficit as a percentage of fiscal revenue ((revenue-expenditure)/revenue).14 A positive
number indicates surplus and a negative number indicates deficit. We also expect that unemployment pressure, economic growth and development level affects a province’s privatization policy. High unemployment would make local governments more cautious about
12 Since all provincial leaders are deputies of the NPC, it is no longer appropriate to use NPC membership as a measure of political connection.
13 The database of provincial leaders is available at www.st360.cn/jgzyjl/ljjl.
14 The extrabudgetary account was reported separately in the official statistics before 2010, so we
calculate balance using different formulas for 2003–2009 and 2010–2012. For the former, balance ¼ ((budgetary revenue þ extrabudgetary revenue) – (budgetary expenditure þ extrabudgetary
expenditure)) / (budgetary revenue þ extrabudgetary revenue). For the latter, balance ¼ (budgetary
revenue – budgetary expenditure)/ budgetary revenue.
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Table 4. Firm-level robustness checks 2: entropy balancing cross-sectional estimates
DV
Model

DState ownership
Ordered Probit

DState ownership
OLS

DState share
OLS

Central connection_04
N
R2

0.327*** (0.118)
1511

0.087*** (0.031)
1511
0.074

2.815** (1.142)
860
0.025

Note: This table reports results of entropy weighted cross-sectional regressions results of change in ownership
structure for listed firms after the period of the share structure reform in 2005–2007. The variables for entropy
balancing include state ownership_04, ROA_04, debt ratio_04, log revenue per capita_04, log asset_04, industry, province and firm rank. D state_ownership is the change in equity type of the controlling shareholder (1 if
the equity type changed from state equity to non-state equity, 1 if changed from non-state equity to state equity,
0 if no change). Dstate_share is the change in equity share owned by the controlling state shareholder (negative
value means reduced equity share and positive value means increased equity share). Column 1 uses an ordered
probit model; Columns 2 and 3 use an OLS model., Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Asterisks denote
the level of statistical significance: ***1%, **5% and *10%.

promoting privatization. High economic growth would reduce a government’s incentive to
sell state equity. Thus, we include GDP per capita (gdppc), GDP growth (growth) and the
unemployment rate (unemployment) as control variables. All of the control variables are
lagged for one year to mitigate the concern of reverse causality.

4.3 Result
In our benchmark regression, presented in column 1 of Table 5, we find that balance is positively associated with SOE ratio, indicating that financial pressure does play an important
role in local governments’ privatization decisions. As expected, provinces with large deficits
have a lower percentage of listed firms controlled by the state because they have stronger incentives to sell state assets to raise revenues.15 Provinces with higher economic growth rates
are less likely to sell state assets, though wealthier provinces are more likely to privatize
SOEs.
In the second and third regressions, we include the variable central connection to capture
the influence of provincial leaders’ (i.e. party secretaries and governors) ties to the central
government. The results show that provincial leaders with central ties have a significant effect on the province’s privatization schemes. Provinces will be less likely to privatize SOEs if
their leaders have substantive central experience. It suggests that ties to the central government may change provincial leaders’ priority orders of governance because they tend to put
political and social objectives ahead of economic ones.

4.4 Robustness checks
Provincial leaders’ SOE experience and tenure. A provincial government’s privatization decision may be affected by its leader’s other experiences. A provincial leader who just started
15 The sale of land use rights is another important channel for local governments to raise revenue.
Land-related revenue accounted for a third of total local revenue at the provincial level (Lu and
Sun, 2013). At the county level, land revenue contributed nearly 80% of extra-budgetary revenue
(Kung and Chen, 2013).
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Figure 1. The share of SOEs in listed companies by province.

his tenure might be more willing to take risks than one who is about to leave his post. The
former might be more likely to use privatization to promote economic growth, whereas the
latter might hold off on privatization to maintain social stability. Second, work experience
in SOEs could make provincial leaders not just more supportive of SOEs’ political roles, but
also more aware of SOEs’ problems. Thus, we code two indicators based on detailed biographical information of provincial leaders. SOE experience measures whether the leader
has working experience in SOEs. Tenure measures the number of years a provincial leader
served in the position.
As shown in columns 1 and 2 in Table 6, provincial leaders’ tenure and SOE experience
have no significant effect on the privatization scheme, suggesting that central connection
does have an independent effect on provincial governments’ privatization decisions.
Exclusion of outliers. To address the possible concern of a skewed geographic distribution of central SOEs, we dropped the observations for Beijing and Shanghai, two municipalities with more central SOE headquarters than other provinces. Moreover, SOEs located in
Beijing and Shanghai may enjoy better information sharing and communications with the
central government. As shown in columns 3 and 4 in Table 6, provincial leaders’ central
connection still has a significantly positive effect on state stake, although the degree of significance declines slightly, indicating a robust correlation between provincial leaders’ central
connections and their privatization schemes.
An alternative measure of political connections. A popular measure of political connection is based on factions, which is a distinct characteristic of Chinese politics (Nathan, 1973;
Shih, 2008). Factional ties with various top leaders are an important factor that affects local
officials’ ranking in the party hierarchy (Shih et al., 2012). According Shih et al. (2016), a
provincial governor or party secretary is considered to have factional ties if he/she and a
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Table 5. Effects of political and economic factors on ownership structure, provincial level
DV

SOE share
1

Balance (lag)
Unemployment (lag)
Growth (lag)
Log GDPPC (lag)
Central connection (S)
Central connection (G)
Constant
N
R2

2

0.052*** (0.020)
0.001 (0.002)
0.023*** (0.003)
0.423*** (0.014)

0.050*** (0.020)
0.001 (0.002)
0.023*** (0.003)
0.431*** (0.015)
0.038** (0.017)

2.100*** (0.375)
307
0.848

2.161*** (0.374)
306
0.850

3
0.048** (0.020)
0.003* (0.002)
0.025*** (0.003)
0.426*** (0.014)
0.052*** (0.016)
1.976*** (0.371)
306
0.850

Note: This table reports province fixed effects regression results of the effect of economic and political factors
on a province’s privatization effort from 2003 to 2012. The dependent variable SOE share is the proportion of
firms controlled by state-equity holders in total listed firms., Standard errors are in parentheses. Asterisks denote
the level of statistical significance: ***1%, **5% and *10%.

member of politburo standing committee overlapped for one year or over within the same
ministerial level work unit. Therefore, the measures of factions are based on less transparent
ties between tops leaders and provincial officials in a specific timeframe. The results, presented in Appendix 6 available as Supplementary Material, also modestly support the second hypothesis. A provincial party secretary with factional ties prefers less privatization.
Moreover, even when factional ties are controlled, provincial leaders’ central experience is
still positively associated with state shares, indicating that connected provincial leaders prefer less privatization regardless of their factional ties with top leaders.
Collective effects of political connections. The two hypotheses indicate that political connections at firm and provincial levels have different effects on vested interests’ preferences on
privatization, but it is unclear whether these effects reinforce or undermine each other. To
test the collective effect of the two variables, we conduct two tests. First, we include a variable leader connection to capture the effect of provincial leaders’ political connection in the
firm-level test. We code it as a binary variable that equals 1, if a provincial party secretary or
governor had substantive central experience before taking provincial positions, and 0 otherwise. In all models, manager connection consistently has significant negative effect on state
ownership and state share, but the effects of leader connection are ambiguous. When the
provincial party secretary has close central ties, firms are less likely to be controlled by state
owners but tend to have more concentrated ownership structure if they are state owned.
When the provincial governor has close central ties, firms are more likely to be controlled by
state owners. The coefficients of leader connection and firm connection have different signs
in three out of four models, suggesting that political connections have different impacts on
firm managers and local leaders with respect to their preferences on privatization.
We then include an aggregate variable firm connection, defined as the average degree of
central connection of managers in total listed firms in a province, in the provincial-level test.
Since the information for firm connection is only available from 2003 to 2009, we have a
smaller number of observations. Firm connection has a significantly negative effect on the
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2.166*** (0.380)
306
0.851

0.050** (0.020)
0.002 (0.002)
0.023*** (0.003)
0.431*** (0.015)
0.043** (0.018)
0.018 (0.017)
0.001 (0.003)

1

0.059*** (0.017)
0.028* (0.016)
0.000 (0.003)
2.051*** (0.373)
306
0.855

0.048** (0.020)
0.003* (0.002)
0.025*** (0.003)
0.431*** (0.015)

2

SOE share

2.522*** (0.389)
286
0.853

0.054*** (0.020)
0.002 (0.002)
0.019*** (0.004)
0.419*** (0.018)
0.036* (0.017)

3

2.313*** (0.389)
286
0.855

0.047*** (0.017)

0.051** (0.020)
0.003** (0.002)
0.021*** (0.004)
0.416*** (0.017)

4

Note: This table reports province fixed effects regression results of the effect of economic and political factors on a province’s privatization effort from 2003 to 2012. The dependent
variable SOE share is the proportion of firms controlled by state-equity holders in total listed firms. Column 1 and 2 use the full sample; column 3 and 4 exclude the observations of
Beijing and Shanghai., Standard errors are in parentheses. Asterisks denote the level of statistical significance: ***1%, **5% and *10%.

Balance (lag)
Unemployment (lag)
Growth (lag)
Log GDPPC (lag)
Central connection (S)
SOE experience (S)
Tenure (S)
Central connection (G)
SOE experience (G)
Tenure (G)
Constant
N
R2

DV

Table 6. Province-level robustness check
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dynamics of privatization, indicating that firm connection does have an opposite effect on
privatization progress. The coefficients on leader connection, while still having the positive
sign, are no longer statistically significant. In general, these two tests suggest that political
connections have different impacts on the preferences of SOEs and local leaders on privatization, but they do not necessarily reinforce or undermine each other. The results are presented in Appendix 7 and 8 available as Supplementary Material.

5. Conclusion
Conventional accounts of the politics of economic development portray the major obstacle
to economic reform as powerful vested interests who manipulate politicians to advance their
own empires at the expense of the social interest. Whether the economic reforms can succeed
or stall will depend on how the government holds off vested interests and generates support
for deeper transformation. Our article provides a more nuanced perspective on vested interests for understanding the political dynamics of economic reform. Although economic reforms are often treated as a coherent package that induce political elites to form ‘special
interests’ to support or oppose it, attitudes regarding the implementation of reforms are not
necessarily consistent across policy areas and/or over time. Rather, different political objectives surrounding each reform should give rise to distinct strategic choices for vested interests.
They may support reform in specific areas but block reforms in others, as long as they expect
the reform to increase their payoffs. Although both SOE managers and local government
leaders are political entrepreneurs under the nomenklura system, their different career prospects create distinct preferences for privatization. Politically connected firms are more likely
to pursue rather than block privatization plans. In contrast, local government leaders, constrained by multilateral performance criteria combining economic and political objectives,
have more ambiguous attitudes toward privatization.
We argue that political connections play an important role in shaping the preferences of
SOE managers and provincial leaders regarding privatization in China, albeit in divergent
directions. On the one hand, political connections reassure SOE managers that their privileges will be preserved, therefore encouraging them to embrace privatization to maximize
their profitability. On the other hand, political connections give provincial leaders more leeway to pursue noneconomic policy goals, therefore reducing their motives to use privatization to generate revenue and boost economic growth. Our multilevel empirical findings
provide support to these hypotheses. At the firm level, SOEs are more likely to implement
privatization plans when their managers are politically connected. At the provincial level, a
province will pursue less aggressive privatization schemes when the provincial leaders have
close political ties with the central government.
Our results do not indicate that the Chinese experience of partial privatization is a unique
model of privatization. Rather, the formation of mixed ownership consortia has increasingly
become the global norm because it enables the government to implement privatization programs more easily while preserving some degree of influence in the partially privatized firms
(Musaccio and Lazzarini, 2014). This trend may not only raise the conventional question of
how the agency conflict between the controlling and the minority shareholders can be reduced
as corporate ownership and control can be separated to the benefit of the large shareholders
(Porta et al., 1999; Claessens et al., 2000), but also highlight the conflict of interest inherent in
the state’s dual role as shareholder and corporate governance regulator, which can have
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unintended consequences well beyond potential corporate mismanagement (Pargendler,
2012). Partial privatization might be an effective arrangement to reduce resistance to reforms,
but, with the potential mismatch of ownership and control, it may be more difficult to establish hard budget constraints for firms. Despite the sweeping and widespread SOE restructuring,
SOEs remain the key vehicle for policy-driven investments, which are the major contributor to
China’s rapidly rising corporate debt since 2008 (IMF, 2016).
Understanding the political logic of the peculiar nature of partial privatization also contributes to the debate about China’s future, which may depend on the ability of the Chinese government to implement the needed reforms (e.g. Shambaugh, 2013, 2016). In recent years, the
Chinese government has increasingly relied on the ‘top-level design’ (dingceng sheji) to launch
important reforms, aiming to overcome strong resistance of vested interests. But various selfseeking state agencies form contingent interests through the myriads of political and business calculations, leading to inconsistent implementation of reform agendas. With the increasing embeddedness and declining autonomy for policymakers, the once well-performing developmental
state models now face serious challenges. In the absence of collective responsibility, politically
powerful groups try to manipulate economic reforms for their own purposes rather than for
structural transformation. As such, China is falling short of its own objectives for reform. Even a
Chinese state think tank has admitted that China’s state capacity for policy implementation has
been weakened, indicated by the reform stalemate since 2012 (Buckley, 2017).
From a broader perspective, it also helps explain why some countries or economies may
be stuck in traps with little or no reform, but also indicates ways to break out of them. It
suggests that when designing major economic reforms, particularly concerning privatization,
reassuring vested interests is necessary for building a new base of political support for economic reforms. Over the long run, implementing economic reforms requires not only breaking up the old equilibrium by weakening supporters of the status quo, but also consolidating
a new equilibrium that institutionalizes the new bases of support that have emerged.
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Supplementary material is available at Socio-Economic Review Journal online.
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